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Typed Token Approach for Database Processing during Network
Partitioning





We propose a typed token scheme for managing replicated data in
distributed database systems. Compared to previous schemes, for each
object, a set of tokens is used. Each token represents a specific capability
for the allowable operations on the object. By distributing tokens to
different physical capies of the object, the object can be made available
far different operations in variaus partitions of the network during a
failure. Two types of replication for each of these tokens are proposed.
One is based on the semantics of operations and the other is based on the
semantics of the object. When failures are anticipated, tokens can be
redistributed to maintain high availability. We present an algorithm for
efficient recovery of databse consistency to support the typed token
scheme when partition merge. These ideas contribute towards increased
availability during network partitioning while maintaining the con-
sistency of the database.
This It'search.is supported by National Science FlllIdation under grant number 00-8821398.
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1. Introduction
Replicated databases can increase availability during failures in distributed data-
base systems [3,10]. The database system must ensure consistency among replicated
copies when failures/recovery occur. To ensure the consistency during network parti-
tion, data availability and transaction processing is restricted. This research ensures the
consistency among copies of the database while sustaining high availability during
communication failures.
1.1. Related research
There are several replicated copy management approaches that have been proposed
for partition processing [10]. The primary copy approach suggests that one copy of an
object be designated as the primary copy [23]. All reads and writes for the object must
be performed at the primary copy. Updates are propagated to all copies. When parti-
tion failure occurs, only the partition containing the primary copy can access the object.
In the scheme of token, this approach has a single token per object and the token is
always at one fixed location.
The true-copy token scheme proposed in [18] is similar to the primary copy
approach. In this approach, one object copy has a token associated with it, permitting
the user to access the object. The token can be transferred among copies and whichever
copy bears the token becomes the primary copy. However, in the true-copy token
approach, data accessibility to an object is still limited to one partition which contains
the token during network partitioning.
In another direction of research, voting algorithms have been proposed in
[12,8,20]. A transaction that needs to perform a read/write operation on an object, must
gather enough votes from the sites storing the physical copies of that object. The pro.
posed voting algorithms have different rules to guarantee the following characteristics:
(1) At least one common voting site for two transactions requesting access to the same
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object will be involved in deciding the ordering of these transactions. (2) At least one
copy of the replicated object accessed by a transaction will contain the current value of
that object. In the static voting algorithms, a few failures can render the data inaccessi-
ble because the vote assignment cannot change after the system has begun operation.
Dynamic voting algorithms provide higher availability than static algorithms. However,
the requirement of instantaneous state information by dynamic voting algorithms makes
them complicated and costly in terms of message traffic.
General quorum consensus approach [13,4] extends the voting algorithm proposed
by Gifford [12]. It uses type information to allow different operations to have different
levels of availability.
1.2. Typed token scheme
In this paper, we propose a scheme, called the typed token approach, that has the
merits of simplicity of the true-copy token approach. Our approach provides data avai-
lability by using type information as in the general quorum consensus approaches. To
each data object, instead of assigning one single token, we assign a set of tokens. Each
token represents some specific capability. Based on the semantics of operation and
object, tokens can be further replicated to increase availability. This set of tokens are
distributed among all physical copies of the object. If network partition does not occur,
every copy of an object can execute any functions after collecting the necessary tokens
from other copies. When partitioning occurs, each partition retains some subset of
tokens for each object. Each partition can continue executing the functions endowed by
tokens in its partition. Access to more than one copy of objects is allowed in different
partitions to increase availability. However, the propagation and copying of values
among different replicas of an object at partition merge is not enough to ensure con-
sistency [3]. The total effects of transaction executions in different partitions should be
reconciled for the updates on the database after recovering from partitioning failure.
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The problem is more severe when partitioning and merging of multiple partitions occur
dynamically. We propose an efficient algorithm to attack this problem. Unlike many
other replication schemes that assume pairwise partitioning and merge [11,22], this
algorithm handles dynamic partitioning and merge.
We assume that each site in the distributed system has a concurrency controller to
schedule the local operations. We do not propose specialized concurrency control for
transaction processing of abstract data types because each operation is eventually either
a read or write to the database. In [5], a procedure is given to convert the dependency
relation specification for an object into a mapping from typed operations on the object
to read and write operations. Besides, typed-specific concurrency control mechanisms
have already been proposed in the literature [14,21]. The concurrency controller
ensures the atomicity property of transaction processing. We also assume a termination
protocol[9] can be invoked to handle incomplete transactions when network partitioning
occurs. Thus we need not worry about the serializability of transaction executed across
a partitioned network. On top of concurrency control we have our replication control,
the typed token approach, for correctly managing replicated data in spite of the pres-
ence of failures such as site failure and network partitioning.
In the failure treatment, we cannot distinguish a site failure from a partitioning
failure. The worse case, i.e. a partitioning failure, has to be assumed. OUf scheme does
not require an instantaneous detection of network partition. During transaction process-
ing, if some object copy cannot obtain a certain token, it becomes "aware" of a missing
token. It then invokes the network partition treatment as described in Section 4.
The main questions that we must address for this scheme are how to assign tokens,
how to possibly replicate tokens for further increasing availability, how to process tran-
sactions during both nonna! execution and network partition, and how to recover [he
database from dynamic partitioning and merge.
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1.3. Organizaton of the paper
This paper is organized. as follows. Section 2 contains the framework of our typed
token scheme. Section 3 contains the details of transaction processing during both non-
failure and network partition modes. In Section 4, we present an algorithm for handling
dynamic partition and merge. Discussions and conclusions are stated in Section 5 and
6, respectively.
2. Framework of the Typed Token Scheme
We describe the framework of our typed token scheme in this section, including
the object model, the assignment of typed token, and the replication of typed token.
2.1. Object model
Each object is of an abstract data type for which a set of operations are allowed to
be performed on objects of this type. Let the set of operations allowed. on data object X
be opX = { OPI X• OP2X• ...• oPnX }. A set of tokens rX = { tl X , {2X , ... , tmX } is
assigned to X. Each 1/ is associated with a subset of opx to represent the capability of
executing this subset of operations. During transaction processing, to execute some
operation OPjx, a site has to access a corresponding token t/ that allows op/. How to
associate with 1/ the subset of opx will be discussed in Section 3.1. We shall drop X
in the representation of operations and tokens when the context is clear.
Each object X is fully or partially replicated on the set of sites. The physical copy
of object X stored at site Sj is denoted by Xi. Each object is composed of the following
fields: 1) a set of attributes, each assigned one value from its domain, 2) a set of opera-
tions allowed on X, 3) an array, called TokenArray, of size n, where n is the number of
operations allowed on X. IT TokenArray[l1 = j. that means the capability of executing
0Pi is represented by tj. 4) an array of linked lists, called TokenPool, of size m, where
m is the number of tokens assigned to X. TokenPool[ll is a linked list storing the ID's
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of the sites where token tj resides. To store the site ill's, an array of linked lists is
needed instead of a one-dimensional array like TokenArray. This is because a token
may be replicated and distributed to reside at more than one site ( as will be discussed
in Section 3.2). With the information stored in token pool, an operational site can
efficiendy access any token needed for an object. An example of a token pool is shown
in Figure I, where tm is replicated and located at two sites Sj and Sf.
II , 1---1 j 1---+1 k 1-_
12 f--~ k
Figure 1. An example of a token pool.
The field of object attributes can be easily adapted to contain nested object with
hierarchical structure. For the ease of discussion, we assume objects are composed of
attributes with some values.
2.2. Typed token assignment
In our scheme, instead of only considering read/write operations, we utilize type
information of an object to classify operations into conflict classes. Operations that
may conflict with one another are put in the same class and each class is associated
with one token.
Definition 2.1 The operation dependency relanon is a binary relation •---?' defined
on the set of operations for an object such that 0Pi ---? OPj if, and only if, OPj must
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observe previous ( in the equivalent serialization order) executions of 0Pi in order to
return correct results.
The dependency relation is type-dependent and must be specified by the system
designer.
Definition 22 Operations 0Pi and OPj conflict if either 0Pi ~ OPj or the opposite holds.
0Pi and 0Pj are said to be in the same conflict class if they conflict.
To assign tokens, we start with the creation of a dependency graph Gd = ( Yd. Ed )
for each object X, where Vd is the set of operations supported on X and Ed is the set of
edges such that ( api. OPj ) is in Ed if and only if 0Pi ~ apj' We can then use any
graph traversal algorithm in [1] on Gd to divide Gd into weakly connected components
e l , e2 , C 3 • •••. For each Ci, we assign a token tj which endorses the owner of the
right of executing any operations in Ci . We use tj = { OPn. 0Pi2 • ...• OPu } to express
that tj stands for the capability of executing 0Pil. 0Pi2, ...• oPu.
To execute some operation on an object copy. a site has to access the correspond-
ing token representing this operation. Since conflicting operations are restrained to one
partition during partition failures. operations belonging to different conflict classes can
be allowed at the same rime in different partitions. The distribution of tokens enables
multiple partitions to preserve at least part of the capability during partition failure so
that transaction processing is not restrained in a small portion of the system. The next
two examples show how we can have multiple tokens using the operation dependency
relation.
Example 2.1: Consider an object X which is fully replicated in a distributed database
system. X is a special banking account and consists of three attributes: XBalance con-
tains the balance of the account, X.CreditRecord contains the credit record of the owner
of X and X.Flag is a flag indicating whether the customer is allowed to overdraft the
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account X. System manager sometimes decides to take the risk of allowing a customer
to overdraft an account based on a careful review of the business situation and the
customer's credit record. Operations that are allowed on X are the follows:
Deposit(a) : amount a is deposited to X and hence XBalance = XBalance + a.
Witha'raw(a) ; amount a is withdrawn from X if the balance is enough.
i.e. temp = X.balance - a
if temp ~ 0 then X.balance = temp else reject.
SeIFlag(P) : set the flag X.Flag = p. P is one of the two values {yes, no}.
OverdrajtCa) : ifX.Flag = yes then XBalance=X.Balance - a else reject.
ReviewRecord : display the credit record stored at X.CreditRecord.
AddCreditRecord: add one more credit record to X.CreditRecord.
Operation Overdraft is usually invoked only after Withdraw is rejected.
AddCredilRecord can be done anytime as long as a corresponding token is obtained.
The credit record to be reviewed by ReviewRecord is brought up~to-date on a monthly
basis. The manager must see X.Flag to decide whether to allow X to be overdrafted or
not, hence Overdraft depends on SelFlag. To set XPlag properly, the manager must
review the credit record of the customer hence SetFlag depends on ReviewRecord. The
dependency relation for the set of operations is shown in Figure 2.
We can then classify the set of operations to four groups and assign each group a
token as follows. II = { Deposit}, 12 = { Withdraw}, t3 = { ReviewRecord, SetFlag,
Overdraft} and t4 = [ AddCreditRecord }.
Example 2.2: Object Z is a 3-dimensional design unit in a CAD system and can be
integrated in any part of a larger design. Z consists of the following attributes:
z.Geometry contains the specification of the geometry of Z, Z.Belong indicates which








Figure 2. Dependency graph for Example 2.1.
coordinates for the object, Z.Volume contains the volume of Z, and ZArea contains the
area of the projection of Z on the X-Y plane. Z is equipped with the following opera-
tions:
Enlarge(a): enlarge Z in all dimensions by a factor a.
Rotate(a): rotate Z clockwisely for a degrees.
Translate(a,b): translate Z in X-direction for a and in Y-direction for b units.





Duplicate: duplicate a new object from Z with the same geometry and the same set
of supporting operations.
The dependency relation for the set of operations on Z can be described in Figure
3. Operation Enlarge changes the area as well as its volume. 2.Belong obviously
depends on ChangePart. The location of Z, represented by lower left corner (Xmin,













Figure 3. Dependency graph for Example 2.2.
We classify the set of operations into four classes and assign each class a token as
follows. II = { Area, Volume, Enlarge}, t2 = { LowerLeftCorner, Translare, Rotate },
'3 = ( Belong, ChangeParr), and '. = [ Duplicare ).
These two examples show the assignment of typed token in different applications.
The main advantage of the typed token approach is that with multiple tokens in the sys-
tern, chances that multiple partitions can access different tokens concurrently during
network partition is greatly increased.
2.2.1. Correctness criterion for typed token scheme
I-copy serializability is used as the correctness criteria in replication control[2,19].
We adapt this correctness criterion to abstract data types in our typed token scheme.
Definition 2.3 The PRECEDENCE relation. In a replicated data schedule, To. precedesx_,
Tb if there are some oPo. ETa. 0Pb E Tb• and OPo. is executed immediately before 0Pb
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onXi·
Definition 2.4 The depend-on relation. In a replicated data schedule, Tb depend-xj-on
To. if there are 0Po. ETa, 0Pb E Th• 0Po. --i- OPb, and T 1• T 2• ...• TI. for 12': 0, with To =
To.. T/+1 = Th• and Tj-l precedesx1 Tj. for 1$ j $1+1, and there is no OPj E Tj • for 1 $
j ::; I, such that OPj ---7 0Pb.
In the replicated database using token approach, if the value of an object is
changed after the execution of some operation, the new value has to be posted on the
other copies in the same partition. We say the job of posting updates is done by a
copier transacrjon[2], denoted Tcopier-
Definition 2.5 The DEPEND-ON relation. In a replicated data schedule, Tb DEPEND-
X-ON To. if either (1) Tb depend-xj~on To. for some copy Xj, or (2) Tb depend-xron
Tcopien for some Tcopier that copies the value written by To. on Xj to Xj and there is no
Te which changes the value of Xj before Tb uses it.
In a serial one-copy schedule consisting of logical operations, with serial order
given by <. Tb DEPEND-X-ON Ta if OPa --7 0Pb for some 0Pa and 0Pb executed on X.
where 0Pa E Ta and 0Pb E Tb• Ta < Tb, and there is no Te such that oPe E Te• OPe --7
0Pb and Ta < Te < Tb.
Definition 2.6 The virtual serializability. A replicated. data schedule is virtual serializ-
able if it has the same DEPEND-X-ON relation for every object X as some serial one-
copy schedule.
Definition 2.7 A virtual serialization graph ( V -SG ) for a replicated data schedule S is
a graph with the nodes being the transactions in S and the edges being the pairs of
nodes (Ta,Tbl such that Tb DEPEND-X-ON Ta for some X.
Theorem 2.1 A replicated data schedule S of committed transactions IS virtual
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serializable if and only if S has an acyclic V -SG.
Proof: =» Suppose S is virtual serializable. Assume there is a cycle Tj-Ti+l- ...-Ti+m-
Tj in the V-SG. Let Ssuial be an equivalent one-copy serial schedule of S. Since Sserial
has the same DEPEND-ON relations as S. there are T j < Tj+l •••. , Ti+m < Ti , which is a
contradiction.
<= ) Suppose S has an acyclic V-SG. Let Sseriol be the serial one-copy schedule
with serial order < corresponding to any topological sort of the V-SG. We show that
Sserial has the same DEPEND-ON relations as S.
Suppose Tb DEPEND~X-ON To. in S. Then (Ta.Th) is in the V-SG, since < is a topolog-
ical son order, To. < Tb is in Sserial' Also since 0Pb is the first operation, in the same
conflict class with 0Pa, executed on X after 0Pa, there is no Tc such that To. < Tc < Tb
and Tb DEPEND-X-ON Tel so Tb DEPEND-X-ON To. is also in Sserial.
Suppose Tb DEPEND-X-ON Ta is not in S. (Ta,Tb) is not in V-SG. From the
definition, Tb DEPEND-X-ON Ta is not in Sserio.l' 0
Theorem 2.2 The typed-token scheme assures virtual serializability.
Proof" When network does not partition, the concurrency control ensures serializability.
When network partitions, each partition allows only an acyclic partial conflict graph.
We prove that the global conflict graph is also acyclic. Suppose the global conflict
graph G g contains a cycle Tj-Ti+l- ....~Ti+m-Ti. Without loss of generality, assume T i ,
T i+1, ... , T i+k are processed in a partition while T i+k +1, ... , T i+m are processed in
another partition. Since the edge (Ti+bTi+k+l) exists in G g , there are OPi+k E T i+k and
°Pi+k+l E T i+k+1 such that OPi+k --7 OPi+k+l' But then 0Pi+k and OPi+k+l are in the




Several weaker forms of serializability have been used to increase data availability
in the presence of system failures [3,8]. In this section, we propose several ideas to
relax the correctness criterion of virtual serializability. The relaxation of virtual serial-
izability leads to the possibility of token replication for further increasing data availabil-
ity. We explore token replication in two dimensions: 1) based on the semantics of
operations represented by a token, 2) based on the semantics of an object.
2.3.1. Operation-based token replication
In applications such as banks, airline reservations, and CAD database, there are
many operations that are "benign" in a sense that the execution of these operations will
not result in an undesirable state even when the current view of the database is not
available. If a token contains more than one operation, some of these operations may
be concurrently executed in different partitions without causing a bad state, while others
not. This kind of token may be divided into fragments and each fragment is handled
differently. We consider three types of operation-based token replication in the follow-
ing subsections.
Full replication of a token: IT a token tj contains only an operation which is revocable,
tj can be replicated wherever the data object exists. In general, we define a revocable
operation as an operation which has no external effects and whose effects on the data-
base can be cancelled by executing an inverse operation ( even manually). For exam-
ple, in Example 2.1, Deposit is a revocable operation because subtracting the same
amount added to an account cancels the effect of the Deposit. For a similar reason,
AddCreditRecord is also revocable. Withdraw, on the other hand, is not a revocable
operation because handing out cash to a customer is an external effect. Depending on
the application, a system programmer may also define the revocable operation in his
own ways. For example, he may consider an operation that causes a chain reaction or
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affects an especially important decision to be a non-revocable operation. With the
required tokens replicated at all sites, a transaction containing only revocable operations
is allowed in every partition.
Partial replication of a token without any extra restriction: In [3], view serializabil-
ity has been defined. It requires two conditions to be satisfied for correct transaction
processing: 1) The update transactions do not create a cycle in the conflict graph, and 2)
the read-only transactions considered one at a time in the conflict graph do not create a
cycle. This notion of correctness has also been used for locking based concurrency
control in hierachically structured database systems [24]. We adapt this notion of view
serializabiliry in replicating typed tokens. Our relaxed correctness criterion requires the
following conditions be satisfied: 1) Transactions containing "conflict" operations do
not create a cycle in the conflict graph. and 2) the read-only operations considered one
at a time do not create edges to form a cycle in the conflict graph. We call this correct-
ness criterion virtual view serializability.
Let t; = (OPil,OPi2 •...•0Pik) be a token containing more than one operation. There
are some operations in tj that do not depend on any other operation but are depended on
by some other operations in ti. We call this type of operation independent. If an
independent operation 0Pir is also read-only in the sense that it does not change the
state of an object X, 0Pir should be allowed in every partition during network partition.
By defining a fragment of Ii to contain this kind of operation, i.e.• letting ti.read-only =
( 0Pir 13 no 0pu such that 0Pil ---7 0Pir. for 1 $l $ n and 0Pir does not change the state
of an object), tj.read-only can be replicated at all sites. For example, in Example 2.1,
ReviewRecord is a read-only independent operation since it does not change the state of
X and does not depend on any operations while its results are used by SetFlag and
Overdraft. The freedom of allowing the fragment, tj.read-only, of t; at every site is
given by the second condition of virtual view serializability. We show how the free-
dom of allowing read-only independent operations in multiple partitions is gained in
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Section 4.2 when we talk: about transaction processing during network partition.
Partial replication of a token with restriction: Consider again ti = ( 0Pil, ••.• 0Pik ).
Besides the tj.read-only fragment, tj usually can be divided into two other fragments
For the ease of explanation, we assume t;.read-only is empty in this part of discussions.
The head fragment. denoted by tj.head, contains any operations OPij such that there is
some 0Pil and OPij ~ api(. The tailjragmem, denoted by [j.tail, contains those opera-
tions that are not in the head fragment. The head fragment, containing operations
whose effects on the current view are crucial to the operations dependent on them, must
be restrained to a partition so that the dependent operations are guaranteed to see the
correct view. While the head fragment must be in the exclusive mode, the tail fragment
can be in the shared mode, i.e. it can exist in multiple partitions. under the condition
that the current view which it depends on does not change in some other partition. To
enforce this condition, we divide the token into the head and tail fragments and only to
make sure that at any given time only head or tail fragment exists. During the time
when the tail fragment exists, it can be replicated to all sites. This approach provides an
alternative use of tokens. We can choose between having a "whole" token or "head-
tail" fragmented token. However, it does not necessarily increase the data availability
to replicate the tail fragment, since the head and tail fragments cannot co-exist.
2.3.2. Object-based token replication
Another dimension of token replication comes from the semantic properties of the
objects themselves. Objects may have different degrees of consistency requirements.
The degree of consistency required for an object is determined by how it is involved in
the specification of integrity constraints of the database. Integrity constraints are the
predicates defined on the database which describe the relationships that must hold
among the objects and their values. We shall assume all of our predicates are fanned
from atoms and clauses. It can be shown that all predicates can be expressed in
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conjunctive Donna] form[l?].
Definition 2.8[17] An atom is a comparison xSy, where 8 is a comparison operator, i.e.
>, :?:, =, -:;t:., < or ~. and x and y are either data objects or constants.
Definition 2.9[17] An integriry constrain. Ie, is a predicate having the form Ie = /I.j=l P
(j.j=l Q Pi,i)' where each Pi,j is an atom.
Let lex be the set of atoms in Ie that mention data object X. Some observations
are made as follows.
1. If leX = 0, X can be considered of requiring no consistency at all. Every copy
of X can have a replica of every token. Some statistics data objects, such as the aver-
age age of all employees in a company and the average GPA of all students in a class,
etc, are seIVed to let user store his computation and retrieve the data for having a rough
view on the statistics. In this case, the object can be made as available as possible with
no restriction.
2. If for each i, there is a j such that any execution of the operations E lk always
satisfies Pi,j, for Pj,j E lCX, then tk can also be replicated at every copy of X. As a
simple example, consider two bank accounts, X being the savings account and Y being
the checking account belonging to the same customer. Two operations are defined on
each account: Deposit and Withdraw. Suppose the integrity constrains on X and Yare (
X;'O )J-(X+Y;'O), i.e. rcx = {(X;'O), (X+Y;' 0») andrC Y ~ «X+Y;'O»).
Deposit
X
always satisfies both of the disjunctive clauses in ICx and DepositY always
satisfies the only clause in ICY; hence, both can be allowed at every site.
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3. Transaction Processing Using Typed Token Scheme
We now present the details of transaction processing during both non failure and
network partition modes.
3.1. Processing during normal operations
During Donnal execution, to carry out an operation oPb a site Sj. which processes
the transaction requesting 0Pk> needs to obtain token tj, assuming TokenArray[k] = i.
To obtain Ii, Sj checks the linked list of TokenPool[L] to find the first site that is in the
same partition with Sj. A data structure, called a partition tree, defined in Section 5,
contains the !D's of the sites in the same partition with Sj. Sj then makes a request to
this site, say S/, for Ii' Every request for Ii in the same partition is made to the same
replica of Ij so that concurrent requests for the same operation on the same object are
serialized. If the value of an object attribute changes after the execution of some opera-
tion, the new value has to be posted on all copies.
In the implementation, there are two different ways that Sf can grant tj to S{ (a)
physically transfer tj to Sj, then inform all sites to change the ownership of ti in their
token pool, or (b) use the two-phase locking method to lock ti at SI for Sj. In the first
implementation approach, tokens may be lost by a message link failure during com-
munications and hence degrade the availability of the system. We may incorporate the
reliable token transfer protocol [16] to prevent the loss of tokens. In the second imple~
mentation approach, tokens reside statically on data copies. If every operation allowed
on object X is equally likely to be executed on every copy of X, a straight forward pol-
icy can be used in assigning all tj's in the system. That is, arbitrarily assign each tj to a
copy of the object until all the ti's are distributed. Alternatively, if the information
about where each operation is likely to be invoked is available, a system designer can
smartly distribute all tj's among copies using this information. Locating ti's at
appropriate sites reduces the number of remote procedure calls and can improve the
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efficiency of execution. Moreover. when network partitioning is about to occur, the
tokens can be reassigned to the sites where the corresponding functions are more fre-
quently invoked.
3.2. Processing during a network partition
When a failure occurs, if the requested tokens can be accessed, transaction pro-
cessing proceeds as under normal processing. We now show the transaction processing
during network partition by adapting an example from [3] to abstract data type. We
show the freedom gained in accessing objects due to the replication of the independent
read-only fragment of token.
Example 3.1 Let there be two bank accounts X and Y of the same type as X in Example
3.1. Assume they are fully replicated on sites A. B, and C. Also assume a severe case
of network partitioning occurs when each site is in a separate partition. At the time of
partition, let site A contain tokens t(~: and t2 X for X and t3Y for Y, site B contain t3 X for
X and t2Y for Y, and site C contain t4X and tlY and t4Y for Y. Besides, let t3x.read-only
= t3Y.read-only = {RevjewRecord} be replicated at all sites.
The versions of X due to the execution of operations are represented as X', Xu, X"',
and so on, and the versions of Y are represented as Y', yu, Y"', and so on. Assume the
processing of transactions proceeds as in Figure 4.
Before partitioning occurs, the conflict graph on each site is as follows
T 1 T 2
• •
There is no edge in this graph. After the processing of T 3, T 4, T 5, and T 6. the conflict
graph on each site is as follows
The global conflict graph Is
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When the partitions merge, we have to add the edge T 5 -7T3 to the global conflict
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graph, since T5 ReviewRecord comes before T 3 SetFlag for Y. Similarly, the edge
T3-.:iJT4 should be included since T3 ReviewRecord comes before 74 SetFlag for X.
The global conflict graph after the establishment of communication is as follows
~....>t3, ,, ", ", ", , , , , ,
Obviously, there is a cycle in this graph and the first condition of virtual view serializa-
bility is not satisfied. However, if only one read-only operation, in this case,
ReviewRecord, is considered each time, either T5-)T 3 or T 3~T 4 does not exist, and
the conflict graph is acyclic. Hence the conflict graph satisfies the conditions for virtual
view serializability. In this case, to SerFlag for X, T4 sees the record reviewed by T 1
and, [0 SelFlag for Y, T 3 also sees the record reviewed by T 1- Both T 3 and T 4 see a
consistent state of the database even though it may not be current.
The above example shows that during network partition, each partition preserves
some capability although not all, and token replication further contributes toward free-
dom in allowing transaction processing during network partition.
4. Consistent recovery of database after the network merge
Partitioning and merge of partitions can occur dynamically due to various failures
and repairs. We design a scheme to correctly handle it.
When two partitions PI and P 2 are merging, one partition, say PI. has to obtain
the recovery log from the other partition, say P 2• and rerun the log of P 2 so that the
effects of the transactions committed in P 2 are also posted on PI' However P 1 has to
distinguish transactions that have also completed in its own log and avoid to commit
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them twice. A transaction is completed in a partition if either it commits in the parti~
tion or the effects of its operations are posted in the database during partition merge. In
other words, for a site Sj to correctly update its database, the effect of each committed
transaction should have been only imposed once after network merge. To achieve this,
the histories of partitioning and merge occurring to the partitions where Sj and Sj
currently reside should somehow be recorded.
We design a data structure, called a partition tree, to store the infonnation about
all the partitioning and merging occurred to a site. A similar data structure has been
used in [15,16] to determine the majority partition during communication failure. Each
site in the system maintains a partition tree, denoted by p_treeS
I
for Sj. We call the
period between the instant when a partition is formed and the instant when a change
occurs due to a partitioning failure or a partition merge a partition session. Each parti-
tion session is identified by a partition ill.
Each node in the partition tree represents a partition session. We use node and
partition ill alternatively to indicate a partition session. A node in a partition tree
pJreesr is either undefined or constitutes of the following fields of information: (1)
p_members/: the set of sites in the same partition as S... (2) p_logsj: a log pointer indi-
cating the beginning of transaction execution in the partition session. (3)
p_Commiffransj: !D's of the set of transactions committed during the partition session.
Initially, p_treesr has a root node representing the whole system as a partition.
The root node is said to be at level O. As soon as S.. discovers that it cannot communi-
cate with another site Sj. it starts to create two children for the root. The left child of
root is defined and its p_membersr contains all the sites that Sj can communicate with
after the first partition failure. The right child of root is undefined because Sj does not
know what happens to all the sites that it cannot communicate with.
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If a partition failure occurs to Sj afterward, Sj adds two children to the left leaf
node in P trees: p members of the left child contains the new partition members and- I _ I
the right child is undefined. Likewise, p_treeS
l
grows downward. As it grows, the
number of levels increases. If a tree has [levels, the nodes at levell-l are said to be at
the lowest level. For example, Figures 5(a) and 5(b) contain a partition tree maintained












Figure 5. Partition trees maintained at S 1 and S 3 before any merge of partition occurs.
A partition tree PJrees j is always a binary tree. Before any merge of partitions
p_trees; has the following properties: (1) There are two nodes at each level, the right
node is always an undefined leaf and the left node is either a leaf or has two children.
(2) The leftmost leaf of p_trees; represents the current partition in which site Sj is
included. (3) Let I be the lowest level of p_trees.. " I is not greater than the number of
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partition failures occuring in the partition in which Sj exists, and number of nodes in
the tree is 2/+1.
When partitions merge, some of the undefined nodes becomes "defined" because
the sites in one partition now can obtain the knowledge of what has happened to the
other partition. Figure 6 contains a partition tree which has been modified after a parti~
tion merge. In Section 5.1, we give an algorithm for modifying partition trees at merge
for the general case. Figure 6 contains p_trees 1.3 which is maintained at S 1 and S3











Figure 6. Partition tree maintained at S 1 and S3 after {I) and {3} in Figure 5 merge.
In Figure 6, PJrees1,3 contains two non-undefined leaves, which together make up the
current partition. We call {l} and {3} basic partition units of the current partition
{I,3}. A basic partition unit is the smallest partition that does not partition any further
and before a merger appeared as a leaf in the p_trees] for some j. In general, all the
leaf nodes of a partition tree that are not undefined are the basic partition units that
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make up the current partition. A merged partition tree also contains all the intennediate
nodes, which represent the partitioning histories leading to the basic partition units. For
example, in SI, {3,4,7} was undefined before the merge and is an intermediate node
after the merge; (1,2,5,6} and {l,2) are the intermediate nodes known by 8 3 after the
merge.
4.1. Merging of partitions
When two partitions PI and P 2 are merging, we arbitrarily choose a site from
each partition as the partition manager. Every site in the same partition can access the
information available in the partition and acts as merely a representative. In the follow-
mg, let 8 1 be the partition manager of PI and 82 be the partition manager of P2. The
merging of P 1 and P 2 is carried out as follows.
Step 1. Choose a merge manager between S 1 and S 2 to handle the merge task.
Either 8 1 or 8 2 can serve as a merge manager, however, the one that needs to do
less work for recovery is a bener candidate. In the following steps, w.lo.g., we assume
8 1 is chosen as the merge manager.
Step 2. 8 2 sends the recovery log maintained at its site, denoted by lO.[sI' and the parti-
tion tree p_treeSI to S 1.
Step 3. 8 1 runs the transactions logged in logs! that are completed in P 2 but not in PI'
A transaction is completed in a partition if either it commits in the partition or the
effects of its operations have been accounted in the partition during some previous par~
tition merge. First S 1 has to determine the set of transactions that have completed in
P 2 but not in PI· Next, it reruns this set of transactions and integrates the two parti.
tion trees to the one representing the merged partition. Details are described in Section
4.1.1.
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Step 4. Update the database objects and the partition trees.
After running the set of transactions described in Step 3, S 1 has brought the data-
base objects to their final values and updated p_trees I to reflect the new partition status.
S 1 sends the new values of objects and p_treeS
I
to every site in PI U P2. The latter
has formed a new partition.
4.1.1. Merge the partition trees and execute the recovery log
When partitions merge, S 1 has to: (1) find the set of transactions that completed in
P 2 but not in P 1> (2) run this set of transaction on logs2' (3) modify p_trees 1 to
represent the new partition fonned by merge. .
In general, P 1 may be a partition formed by merging two previously existent parti-
tions P 1~ and PIn. Either one or both of PI' and PI" might in turn be partitions made
by the merge of two other partitions. Similar arguments can again be applied to these
partitions until the partitions are the basic partition units. Let p l
m = {P n , P 12 , P 13 ,
... } be the set of basic partition units that determine Pl' PH'S are disjoint. Similarly,
let P 2
m
= { P 21, P 22, P 23, ... } be the set of basic partition units of P 2.
Before we describe how S1 carries out the above three tasks, we need a notion of
common ancestor.
A common ancestor Pc of two partition sessions Pi and Pj is defined in the con-
text of partition tree as follows: If there exists a node N I in pJrees 1 and a node N 2 in
p_treeS2 such that p_membersj(pa c p_members1(N l ), PJllembers2(P j ) c
p_memberS2(N2) and p_membersl(N1 ) = p_members2(N2), we say that N} and N2
both represent a partition session Pc which is a common ancestor of Pi and P
j
. For
example, [1,2,5,6) and (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) in Figures 6 and 7(a) are the common ancestors
of [I) of Figure 6 and (5,6) of Figure 7(.). A common anceslor at the lowest ievel is
called the latest common ancester.
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Procedure FindincompletTran ( in Figure 9 ) finds the set of transactions, called
IncompletTran, that completed in P2 but in Pl. As indicated by the examples in Sec-
tion 4.2, if a partition merge has occurred, the current partition is represented by multi.
pIe leaf nodes and we need to directly deal with these components for general merge
cases. The procedure FindincompletTran basically finds the right place in p_trees
l
for
each basic partition unit P 2i to fit. P 2i will replace some undefined node in PJrees I.
Besides P2i, some intermediate nodes, denoted by Pirrlermed. which indicate the histories
of partitioning and merge in which P 2i was involved and was missed by S 1, should
also be added to p _trees I· Since any common ancestor of P 2i and P Ij. for any j, must
contain the same information in bothpJrees2 andp_trees
1
• Pjnlumed'S are those nodes
lying on the path from the latest common ancestor Pc of P2i and P 1j to P 2i o Let
nodenew indicate any of PinIermed's and P2io Obviously, transactions that are in
p_CommitTranS2(nodenew), for any nodelU!W, are completed in P 2 but not in Pl' More-
over, because we can not assume the instantaneous detection of network partition and
tenninate on-going transactions at the partitioning, there may be some transactions that
were initiated in pc. but committed only at 8 2, before 8 2 is aware that 8 1 has been in a
separated partition. Such transactions are, of course, included in p_CommitTrans2(PC)
but not in p_CommitTrans\ (Pc). We denote this set of transactions by DifjTranpc' i.e.
DiffTranpc = p_CommitTransz (Pc) - P_CommitTrans \ (Pc)' Hence during the incorpora-
tion of P 2i into p_trees] , we have found a subset of transactions that have completed in
P 2 but not in Pl' We denote this subset of transactions by IncompletTranp2J'o
IncompletTranp2i is the union of DiffTranpc and p_CommitTrans2(nodefU:\v) for all
nodenew 's and IncompletTran is the union of IncompletTranp2i for all P2i'S.
To carry out the second task, 8 1 needs to run IncompletTranp2J' for each P 2i . It
must execute the entries between p_logsz (Pc) and p_logsz (nodenew 1st) on logsz for tran-
sactions in DifjTranpc' and all the entries from P_logs2(nodenew lsI) to the last entry
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logged during P2i' Note that nodenew
lst is the first nodenew below Pc. When these
entries are rerun by SI. they are logged in logs! and the pointers p_'ogS,(Pc) and
p logs (nodenew ) are set to reflect their new addresses in logs. Resetting these- , ,
pointers and the addition of nodenew ' s as described above are the necessary
modifications needed on p_trees l .
Before we formally give our algorithm in Figure 9, we illustrate the ideas via the
following example.
Example 4.1 Let PI be [1,3} in Figure 6 and P 2 be a partition [4,5,6) presented in
Figure 7. P2m = ( (5,6), (4) ). We need to find the proper undefined node in
PJrees,., and replace it by (5,6). First we go down from the root (l,2,3,4,5,6,7j of










Figme 7. The partition treeP_trees".• after (5,6) merged with (4j.
Next we notice the left child of {1,2,5,6j is defined but does not contain (5,6j. We
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cannot go further to the left child, {1,2,5,6} is the latest common ancestor of {5,6] with
some basic partition unit of P I. so we go to the right child of {l,2,5,6}. The right
child is undefined and we cannot go further hence {5.6} replaces the right child of
(1,2,5,6]. Since in p_treeS4,S,6' {l,2,5,6} is also the parent of {5.6}. Since there is no
intermediate node between {5,6} and {l,2,5,6J, we do not need to add any intermediate
node between these two nodes in p trees . Next we need to find the proper undefined
- 1,3
node to be replaced by (4). Again we statt from (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) and go down to its
right child since the right chiid (3,4,7) contains (4). Then we find that .he ieft child of
{3,4,7} is defined but does not contain {4J, so {3,4,7} is the latest common ancestor of
(4) with some basic partition unit of Pl' We go to the right chiid of (3,4,7) and find
.ha. it is undefined. (4) should replace the right child of (3,4,7). In p-,rees""., (4) is
in the left subtree but is not a child of {3,4,7}. Every node in the left subtree of
(3,4,7) means some missing partitioning information to S 1 . Hence we replace the
undefined child of {3,4.7} inp_treesl,3 by the left subtree of {3,4,7} inp_treeS4,S,6. The
resulted partition tree after {I,3} merged with {4,5,6} is shown in Figure 8. {4,7} is an
intennediate node added between (3,4,7) and (4).
4.1.2. Reset the recovery log and the partition tree
When the partitioned network is fully recovered, there is no "undefined" node in
any panition tree and the partition trees can be deleted completely. At this time, by
checkpointing the database state [6,7J, the recovery log can also be reset to the begin-
ning.
5. Discussion
The typed token scheme leads to increased availability, perfonnance, and low mes-
sage traffic. Using the semantic information of objects and operations, as shown in











Figure 8. Partition tree maintained at S" S3, S4, S5 and S6 after the merge of (1,3) and [4,5,6).
tokens distributed in the system, the probability for each site to have some partial capa~
biliry to allow transaction processing during network partition exists. Since to execute
an operation, one only has to obtain the corresponding token without requesting the
consensus from a significant number of sites, higher perfonnance and lower message
traffic can be expected than the various quorum methods. One flexibility provided by
this scheme is it allows new copies of an object to be integrated into the system any
time without affecting the execution at other sites. The quomffi methods need
reconfiguration or change of quorum assignment [4].
When a site discovers that it cannot communicate with some other node, it can
invoke a simple protocol to determine the set of sites that are in its partition and can
create a new node in the partition tree. Due to the lag of the detection of partitioning,
the infonnation stored at two sites, say S 1 and S2. may be conflict in a sense that some





letP2m ~ {P 21> P22, P 23 , ... };
for j = 1,2,3, ... do
node = MergeTree(P 2j , p_trees);
IncompleTran = p_CommitTrans2. (node.parent) - p_trees 1 (node.parent);
1* node.parent is a latest common ancestor of P 21' and a basic partition
unit of PI */
while PJnembers I (lWde) '# P_membersz (P 21') do
IncompleTran = IncompleTran u p_CommitTrans I (node);
node ~ node./eftchild;
endwhile
Incomp/eTran = IncompleTran V p_CommitTrans I (node);
endfar
end
procedure MergeTree(P 21" P_trees1)
node 11 = root of p_trees 1 ;
node12 = nodeu;
while node 11 is not a leaf do
node 12 = node11;
if p_memberS,(P2j) cp_members, (nodeu.1ejtchilcf) then
node 11 = node ll.leftchild;
else
end
node 11 = node ll.rightchild;
endwhile
let node22 be the node in p_trees 2. such that p_members 2. (node 22) =
p_members l (node 12); 1* node12 and node22 represent the latest common
ancestor */
CopySubtree(node22.1ejtchild, node12·rightchild); /* copy the left subtree of
node22 in pJrees z to the right subtree of node 12 in p_trees1 */
return(node 11); /* the first nodenew added to p_trees 1 */
Figure 9 Procedure FindIncompleTran
However, it is easy to see that the conflict is limited in the p_CommilTran field of the
latest common ancestor and does not propagate to other node. Hence the correctness of
the partition tree maintained at each site does not rely on the instantaneous detection of
network partition. When partitions merge, the traversal and the update on the two parti-
tion trees require work of O(2n), where n is the number of nodes in a partition tree and
is no greater than (21+1 - 1) for I being the total number of partitionings that occurred to
the site since it started the current partition tree. The panition tree can be reset when
there is no partitioning failure in the system by incorporating a checkpointing scheme
as discussed in Section 4.1.2.
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6. Conclusion
We have presented a typed token approach for managing replicated data in disoi-
buted database systems and a scheme for consistent recovery of database for dynamic
partitioning and merging. The typed token approach allows multiple tokens and their
replicas distributed in multiple partitions to increase data availability during network
partition. At network merge. the scheme of using partition tree for consistent recovery
of database allows missing updates to be efficiently identified in the recovery log.
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